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Once upon a time, you might have stashed your cash in a coffee can or maybe under the
mattress…but we’ve come a long way since then. In fact, given the complexities of savings,
investing, taxes and accounting, managing finances has become somewhat of a foreign language.
Fortunately, there are interpreters: experienced individuals passionate about the field, dedicated
to serving their clients and adept at navigating the world of finance.
They work tirelessly to improve their firms, their specializations and their communities, growing
their clients’ money, peace of mind and financial intelligence along the way.
After an extensive online voting process, we’ve narrowed down a few leaders in specific
disciplines who exemplify quality in their professions and communities.
[excerpt]
JOSEPH J. PERRY
CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
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Being able to recognize and understand a problem from both sides of the table is often the easiest
way to formulate a solution. Unfortunately, often times even the savviest negotiators only have
experience from their respective side of the deal. As firm-wide partner-in-charge of tax and
business services at Marcum LLP, Joseph J. Perry offers a firsthand business perspective.
He serves as the chairman of Dime Community Bancshares’ risk committee and as a member of
its audit and compensation committees. This business acumen makes him distinctly qualified to
provide business accounting services to his clients, which include publicly traded and closely
held companies with local, national and international operations.
Perry has considerable experience with individual and corporate taxation, accounting for income
taxes, compensation, and mergers and acquisitions. Since joining Marcum in 2002, he has been
devoted to sharing the knowledge gained over a 20-year career. Perry is a founding member of
Marcum University, an award-winning, in-house training division of the firm. He has also
provided his insight to numerous publications, including The Wall Street Journal and The New
York Times.

